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T
ransparent conductors (TCs) enable
today's ubiquitous flat panel displays
and touch screen technologies, as well

as numerous emerging applications such
as electrodes in thin-film solar cells, organic
light emitting diodes (OLEDs), e-paper,
sensors, electrostatic shielding and antistatic
coatings.1 Across all application areas, two
critical performance criteria for TCs are the
optical transmittance (%T) and sheet resis-
tance (Rs). Very high optical transmittance in
the visible region (g90%) is a typical require-
ment for most applications, whereas Rs can

vary across a broad range depending on the
specific application. For example, TCs for
electrodes in solar cells and OLEDs require
very low Rs (<10Ω/sq), whereas Rs values of
∼100 Ω/sq are acceptable for many touch
screen applications, and static dissipation
and electromagnetic shielding requirements
are typically >103 Ω/sq.1�3 Indium tin oxide
(ITO) has dominated the field of transparent
conductors due to its high performance,2,4

although the brittleness of ITO renders it
unsuitable for next generation flexible dis-
play applications. The search is underway for
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ABSTRACT Metal nanowire films are among the most promising

alternatives for next-generation flexible, solution-processed trans-

parent conductors. Breakthroughs in nanowire synthesis and

processing have reported low sheet resistance (Rs e 100 Ω/sq)

and high optical transparency (%T > 90%). Comparing the merits of

the various nanowires and fabrication methods is inexact, because Rs
and %T depend on a variety of independent parameters including

nanowire length, nanowire diameter, areal density of the nanowires

and contact resistance between nanowires. In an effort to account

for these fundamental parameters of nanowire thin films, this paper integrates simulations and experimental results to build a quantitatively predictive

model. First, by fitting the results from simulations of quasi-2D rod networks to experimental data from well-defined nanowire films, we obtain an

effective average contact resistance, which is indicative of the nanowire chemistry and processing methods. Second, this effective contact resistance is used

to simulate how the sheet resistance depends on the aspect ratio (L/D) and areal density of monodisperse rods, as well as the effect of mixtures of short and

long nanowires on the sheet resistance. Third, by combining our simulations of sheet resistance and an empirical diameter-dependent expression for the

optical transmittance, we produced a fully calculated plot of optical transmittance versus sheet resistance. Our predictions for silver nanowires are validated

by experimental results for silver nanowire films, where nanowires of L/D > 400 are required for high performance transparent conductors. In contrast to a

widely used approach that employs a single percolative figure of merit, our method integrates simulation and experimental results to enable researchers to

independently explore the importance of contact resistance between nanowires, as well as nanowire area fraction and arbitrary distributions in nanowire

sizes. To become competitive, metal nanowire systems require a predictive tool to accelerate their design and adoption for specific applications.
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new material alternatives for high performance TC
applications that exhibit very high optoelectronic per-
formance (%T > 90% and Rs e 100 Ω/sq), as well as
meet important criteria such as affordability, flexibility
and compatibility with low-temperature and large area
solution processing.3

Currently, the most important material systems
being explored as new TCs are conducting poly-
mers5,6 and networks of highly conductive nanoscale
materials such as carbon nanotubes,7�11 graphene
flakes,12,13 and metal nanowires.14�24 Conducting
polymers such as poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)
poly(styrenesulfonate) underperform relative to ITO for
applications requiring low sheet resistances and also
suffer from stability issues.1,6 Random networks of car-
bon nanotubes are widely studied but typically exhibit
lower performance than ITO due to large contact resis-
tances between nanotubes, as well as high levels of
impurities and dispersity.1 Graphene-based TCs are evol-
ving quickly, but have yet to meet the necessary perfor-
mance criteria when processed from solution due to
numerous grain boundaries and defects.1,12 Random
networks of metal nanowires are widely considered to
be themost promising candidateswith performances on
parwith ITOand competing amorphous oxides.3,25Metal
nanowire films are compatible with low-temperature
solution processing and large-area deposition, which
can reduce cost and make them ideal for emerging
flexible TC applications. Silver nanowire thin-films
have displayed the best performance14�18,24 and have
entered the market as the first commercially available
wet-processed TCs for touch screen applications.26,27

To date, very few studies in the literature attempt to
systematically correlate the nanowire properties and
the structure of nanowire films to their final properties.
The most systematic experimental study so far was
conducted by Bergin et al.,15 who combined experi-
ments and optical simulations to study the properties
of silver nanowire films as a function of the nanowire
length, diameter and area coverage. Experimentally,
they observed a strong dependence on Rs on both the
length and areal density of nanowires, results that
are consistent with theoretical predictions for 2D
widthless-sticks systems.28�30 In addition, the %T of
the networks was inversely proportional to the area
coverage of the nanowires. Sorel et al.31 studied the
effect of silver nanowire length and diameter on the
optoelectronic properties, observing a strong effect of
nanowire length on network conductivity but not on
transmittance. Coleman and co-workers3,32 related
%T and Rs nanowire films to the approximate film
thickness by extrapolating from bulk to percolative
behavior, but this semiempirical approach fails to ex-
plicitly account for nanowire dimensions and network
structure which strongly govern the performance, par-
ticularly in sparse networks. A detailed analysis of their
model will be provided later in this paper.

While there is broad consensus in the field thatmetal
nanowires are among the most promising nanoscale
material for transparent conductors,1,3,25 exploiting
their full potential and enabling their rapid adoption
requires robust predictive models. The optoelectronic
properties ofmetal nanowiremats depend on amyriad
of characteristics including nanowire structure (length,
diameter, size dispersity, composition, etc.) and the
overall network morphology (areal density, dispersion,
orientation, etc.). Predictive and quantitative models
of the optoelectronic properties of metal nanowire
promise to provide guidance for nanowire synthesis
and network fabrication and thereby facilitate reli-
able and rapid design of engineered networks with
optimized properties for specific applications. To
date, several simulations studies have modeled the
electrical properties of 2D networks of rodlike nano-
scale fillers.28,33�37 These studies aremainly targeted at
carbon nanotube films and their primary focus is the
critical percolation phenomena, although Behnam and
Ural33 and Kocabas et al.34 related their simulations to
experiments to elucidate geometry scaling behavior in
CNT-based thin-film transistors. The only attempt to
explicitly simulate the network sheet resistance to date
was conducted by Lee et al.,14 who used a highly
idealized periodic network structure that is incon-
sistent with the morphology of random nanowire
networks.
In this paper, we present the first simulations of the

sheet resistance of thin-film metal nanowire networks
as a function of the nanowire size (length and
diameter), size dispersity and areal density. We tune a
single parameter in the simulations, the effective aver-
age contact resistance between two nanowires
(Rc_effective), to fit experimental values of the sheet
resistance of nanowire films as a function of areal
density. With the use of this fitting parameter, our
simulations then quantitatively predict sheet resis-
tance as a function of nanowire size, size dispersity
and areal density. Further, by combining our simula-
tions of sheet resistance and a recently published
empirical expression for optical transmittance, we re-
port the first fully calculated plot of optical transmit-
tance versus sheet resistance, the two parameters that
define performance in the field of transparent con-
ductors. For the silver nanowires investigated here, we
find Rc_effective = 2 kΩ and L/D > 100 is required for low
sheet resistances (Rs e 100 Ω/sq) at modest nanowire
densities. Moreover, we observe that higher-L/D rods
(L/D > 400) and intermediate areal densities are re-
quired to simultaneously optimize the optical trans-
mittance and the sheet resistance to Rs e 100 Ω/sq
at %T > 90%. These predictions are consistent with
reported experimental results for high-performance
silver nanowire films, demonstrating the ability of
our simulations to capture important experimental
trends. Our integrated simulation and experimental
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methodology extracts Rc_effective, thereby enabling
comparisons between nanowires of different composi-
tions or networks fabricated by distinct means in a
manner that is deconvoluted from the dimensions of
the nanowires and the areal densities of the networks.
This direction-setting contribution creates a com-
prehensive framework for understanding structure�
property relationships in metal nanowire networks,
thereby guiding future experimental work and accel-
erating the development of these promising systems.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Extracting Rc_effective from Experimental Data. To simulate
the sheet resistance of quasi-2D nanowire networks,
we employ a two-step approach. First, random assem-
blies of rods are generated using aMonte Carlo process
and a clustering analysis performed to identify perco-
lated or spanning rod clusters. Second, the current
across the sample is calculated using a random resistor
network approach38 to discretize the rod network and
Kirchoff's current law equations are solved at each node.
We have previously used this simulation approach in
three-dimensional networks to explore the effects of
rod orientation, aspect ratio, and size-dispersity on the
electrical conductivity of polymer nanocomposites con-
taining cylindrical nanofillers such as carbon nanotubes
and metal nanowires.39�41 In those studies, only the
critical concentrations at the electrical percolation
threshold were compared quantitatively to experimen-
tal results. In the current work, we adapt our 3D simula-
tion approach tomodel the sheet resistance of quasi-2D
nanowire films by confining the rods to a thin film. The
quasi-2D rod networks are quite appropriate for nano-
wire filmswhen the networks are sparse and L/D is larger
than ∼20, as typical for transparent conductors. Repre-
sentative renderings from the quasi-2D simulations are
provided in Supporting Information (Figure SI-1) and
illustrate the large systems sizes used in the simulations.

Figure 1 shows the sheet resistances as a function of
the area fraction from three sets of experimental data
frommodel silver nanowire (Ag NW) films composed of
nanowires having diameters of 50, 84, and 75 nm,
corresponding to nanowires with L/D = 200, 258, and
275, respectively. The area fraction (AF) is defined as the
number density of the nanowires in a filmmultiplied by
the projected area of a nanowire.We simulate networks
with rods of the same dimensions and compute the
sheet resistance. To fit the simulations to the experi-
mental results, we adjust the one free variable in the
simulation, namely, the effective average contact resis-
tance between two nanowires, Rc_effective. The agree-
ment between the experiments and simulation is quite
good indicating that our simulations quantitatively
capture the influence of nanowire dimensions and area
fraction on sheet resistance.

Before proceeding, we enumerate several attri-
butes of our simulations. The rods interpenetrate; this

is a widely accepted approximation41�46 that we have
previously shown has little impact on the percolation
threshold when compared to experiment.40 The rods
are rigid, straight cylinders, which is an appropriate
representation for experimentally typical nanowires
with diameters of 40�100 nm and lengths <20 μm.
One contact resistance, Rc, is assigned to all rod�rod
junctions in the system irrespective of the contact area.
This assumption has previously been applied to nano-
tube systems even though the junction resistances are
expected to vary widely due to the presence of both
metallic and semiconducting CNTs,28,33,35,36,47 and is
certainly more appropriate between metal nanowires.
Finally, all the resistance in our networks arises from
the contacts and the rods themselves have no internal
resistance (Rrod = 0). This assumption is credible for our
Ag NW films, because the quality of the fit is good,
Figure 1. Moreover, the percolation conductivity ex-
ponent is 1.75 (Figure SI-2) and this exponent is con-
sistent with transport dominated by contact resistance
(Rc . Rrod).

36,37 In a complementary study of critical
behavior in these quasi-2D systems, a percolation
conductivity exponent of two is observed at higher
rod densities.48 Naturally, the specifics of nanowire
synthesis and nanowire film fabrication andprocessing

Figure 1. Schematic illustrates a percolated network of
monodisperse rods in which the resistance at nanowire�
nanowire junctions (red dots) dominates (Rc. Rrod). Experi-
mental sheet resistance (Rs) for silver nanowire thin films
(points) as a function of the area fraction (AF) for three L/D
values as indicated. Sheet resistance from quasi-2D simula-
tions of rods with specified L and D use an effective contact
resistance (Rc_effective) to fit the simulations to the experi-
mental data and best fits correspond to Rc_effective = 1.5 kΩ
(dashed lines) and 2.5 kΩ (solid lines).
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can alter the extent to which the Rc . Rnw assumption
is legitimate, but the quality of the fits in Figure 1 and
conductivity exponent in Figure SI-2 indicate that the
contact resistance dominates here.

We obtain the best fit to experimental results
when Rc_effective is between 1.5 and 2.5 kΩ (Figure 1).
Importantly, the same Rc_effective range fits all three
experimental data sets for Ag NWs with Dnw =
50�84 nm, which is consistent with the expectation
that Rc_effective has only minimal sensitivity to diameter
across a narrow range. For comparison, contact resis-
tance values reported in the literature from electrical
measurements of crossed Ag NW junctions with aver-
age diameter Dnw ≈ 40�80 nm are∼8 kΩ for plasmo-
nically welded silver junctions49 and ∼0.5 kΩ for Ag
NWs coatedwith gold via electrochemical annealing.18

These experimental values correspond to isolated
junctions. In contrast, the Rc_effective is extracted from
our simulations comprising 103 to 106 rods via fits
to experimental nanowire films containing a diverse
collection of nanowire junctions. The extracted value
of Rc_effective, as the only adjustable parameter in our
simulations, encompasses both the various simplifying
assumptions in the simulation and the nonidealities in
the experimental system (size dispersity, etc.) in addi-
tion to approximating Rc.

The Rc_effective is a valuable and previously inacces-
sible parameter. First, using Rc_effective, we can reliably
obtain quantitative predictions of Ag NW films pre-
pared by comparable methods as a function of areal
density, nanowire size (length and diameter), size
dispersity, and nanowire orientation; this is demon-
strated in part below. Second, by finding Rc_effective for
distinct nanowires and fabrication methods, one could
reliably assess new metal nanowire materials and
processing methods independent of L/D and area
fraction variations. This integrated simulation and ex-
perimental approach could profoundly increase the
speed at which new transparent conductors are devel-
oped for specific applications.

Quantitative Predictions of Rs. Nowwe apply Rc_effective =
2 kΩ in our simulations to predict the dependence
of the sheet resistance (Rs) on the nanowire aspect ratio
(L/D) and area fraction (AF) in silver nanowire films
(Figure 2).We simulate nanowire networks over a broad
aspect ratio range L/D = 25�800, where all the rods
haveDrod = 50 nm and the lengths vary (Lrod = 1.25�40
μm). For each L/D, the Rs follows 3 stages that are typical
of percolative behavior: (1) high resistance network
at low nanowire densities (AF = 0.01 when L/D = 800),
(2) rapid decrease in Rs in the critical region in the
vicinity of the percolation threshold (AFc), and (3)
weakening AF dependence at high nanowire densities
when the network is well established.

The results presented in Figure 2 are the first
theoretical predictions of the Rs-dependence on nano-
wire L/D and areal density. We observe a very strong

aspect-ratio dependence of the sheet resistance. For
dense networks, Rs at a given area fraction drops by a
factor of∼ 4 when the aspect ratio doubles. Moreover,
increasing L/D continues to be valuable even to very
high L/D = 800. For many applications, the maxi-
mum allowed sheet resistance is 100 Ω/sq, and
these results find that L/D > 100 is required to meet
this criterion at moderate area fractions (AF < 0.4,
Drod = 50 nm). These predictions are most reliable,
of course, for silver nanowire films prepared using
comparable methods and comprising Ag NWs with
Dnw ≈ 40�100 nm and lengths <20 μm, because
these are consistent with our determination of
Rc_effective (Figure 1). Nevertheless, the findings in
Figure 2 provide valuable insights. Specifically, our
findings motivate the aggressive pursuit of improved
synthetic methods to produce ultra-high-aspect-ratio
nanowires to optimize the sheet resistance of nano-
wire-based TCs.

The strongaspect-ratio dependenceofRs in Figure 2
is qualitatively consistent with percolation studies of
high aspect ratio rods and quantitatively consistent
with experiments of metal nanowires. In theories of
widthless 2D sticks, the critical number density of sticks
(Nc) required to form percolated network is inversely
proportional to Lstick

2 (Nc � 1/Lstick
2).50 Thus, longer

sticks yield better-connected networks, resulting in
higher conductivities at lower number density of
sticks, which is consistent with our findings in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Schematics illustrate two percolated networks of
monodisperse rods with nanowire area fractions near or far
above the critical area fraction for percolation (AFc). Sheet
resistance from simulations as a function of L/D and area
fraction of the rods in nanowire films using an effective
average contact resistance Rc_effective = 2 kΩ and constant
Drod = 50 nm. The dashed line indicates the desired perfor-
mance criterion Rs e 100 Ω/sq for high performance
applications.
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The finding that L/D > 100 is required for Rse 100Ω/sq
at modest nanowire densities is consistent with recent
experimental results from Bergin et al.,15 who observe
unacceptable performance for silver nanowire films
with L/D = 37 and 73, and good performance for silver
nanowire films with L/D = 182 and 375. In contrast,
other researchers14,16 have reported similarly low Rs
values for silver nanowires with surprisingly modest
L/D ≈ 80, but here the distributions in L are asymme-
trical and heavily skewed toward longer lengths. A
few higher-L/D nanowires can appreciably increase
the network conductivity relative to monodisperse or
symmetric size distributions with the same number-
averaged mean length. The effect of skewing the size
distribution of nanowires toward longer lengths will be
discussed later in this manuscript.

Another interesting observation from Figure 2 is
that the strong effect of L/D in determining the Rs
persists even for very dense networks (See Figure SI-3
for simulated Rs up to 70% area coverage), indicating
that nanowire dimensions and the resulting network
structure are important even for dense networks.
Similarly, De et al.16 observed that conductivity of
dense silver nanowire networks transitions from per-
colative to bulk-like behavior with increasing thickness,
saturating at a constant conductivity value∼8% of the
bulk conductivity of silver for very thick films. However,
as their study was limited to nanowires with L/D ≈ 80,
they do not report on the effect of the nanowire
dimensions on this saturation conductivity value. Our
results show that the minimum sheet resistance
achievable for a dense nanowire network is strongly
dependent on L/D. For example, a network comprising
the lowest-L/D rods (L/D = 25) at high area fraction
(AF > 0.4) has an Rs value that is 3 orders of magnitude
higher than that of a network comprising the highest-
L/D rods (L/D = 800). This behavior is expected in our
contact-resistance dominated system (Rc . Rnw) as
there is a very high penalty for additional contacts28

and the number of contacts per rod is proportional to
the number of rods.36,37 Thus, at a fixed area fraction
networks of high-L/D rods outperform those of low-L/D
rods as the former can form networks more efficiently
with fewer rods and hence fewer rod�rod contacts.

Effect of Nanowire Size Dispersity on Rs. Figure 2 demon-
strates that very high-L/D nanowires are the most
promising candidates for high-performance applica-
tions when nanowires are identical in size. A significant
advantage of having a verified simulation method that
predicts Rs as a function of nanowire size and network
structure is the ability to explore nanowire systems
with arbitrary size variations in Lrod and Drod. In our
recent simulations of 3D rod networks, we explored
Gaussian distributions in nanowire size (L, D, or both)
and bi-disperse mixtures of rods (fixed D and two
lengths).41 To demonstrate this capability in our
quasi-2D model, we simulate a rod network using a

bi-disperse distribution of rod lengths. We define ref-
erence rods with L/D = 50 (LRef = 2.5 μm and DRef =
50 nm) and longer high-L/D rodswith L/D=400 (LLong =
20 μm and DLong = DRef) where the rod-length ratio is
rL = LLong/LRef = 8. The proportion of longer rods in the
network is expressed as a relative area fraction, FLong =
AFLong/(AFRefþAFLong), and is varied between FLong = 0
(monodispesre; L/D = 50) and 1 (monodisperse; L/D =
400). As above, we use Rc_effective = 2 kΩ for all rod
junctions in the network and the Rnw = 0.

We plot the sheet resistance of these bidisperse rod
networks as a function of the total area fraction for
FLong = 0, 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, and 1 (Figure 3). We observe a
dramatic reduction in Rs by almost an order of magni-
tude when only 10% of rods have L/D = 400 nanowires.
Subsequent increase in the fraction of high-L/D rods
results in continued reduction of the film's Rs over 2
orders of magnitude. This promising result shows that
bidisperse networks containing small fractions of high-
L/D rods can be successful in forming films that meet
desired performance criteria. Conversely, this data also
shows that the presence of small amounts of low-L/D
nanowires in a network of high-L/D nanowires (FLong =
0.8) has a smaller impact onRs. This finding is particularly
encouraging as new synthetic methods for ultra-long
nanowires have very high levels of size dispersity.51,52

Beyond the bi-disperse example in Figure 3, our simula-
tions can construct networks from rods with arbitrary
distributions of rod length and diameter, including

Figure 3. Simulated sheet resistance as a function of area
fraction using Rc_effective = 2 kΩ for nanowirefilms composed
of bidisperse mixtures of rods with L/D = 50 (Reference) and
400 (Long). The diameter is the same for both nanowire
populations (DRef = DLong = 50 nm), while the low- and high-
aspect-ratio nanowires have lengths of 2.5 and 20 μm,
respectively. Schematics illustrate networks with an increas-
ing proportion of longer rods in the network as given by the
relative area fraction of long rods, FLong = AFLong/(AFRef þ
AFLong).
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experimental size distributions obtained from detailed
characterization of nanowires. Also building on our
work in 3D rod networks,39 our simulations can readily
incorporate nonisotropic orientation distributions that
might result from shear or extensional flow during
processing.

Constructing %T versus Rs Plot. Transparent conductors
for high performance applications must display both a
low sheet resistance (Rs e 100 Ω/sq) and high optical
transparency (%T > 90%). Optimizing these two prop-
erties simultaneously is challenging as better transmit-
tance requires reducing the area fraction of nanowires,
while decreasing area fraction increases the sheet
resistance. This highlights the great value of a compu-
tational framework for predicting how nanowire prop-
erties and network structure affect both of these
parameters to guide future experimental work. Bergin
et al.15 recently studied the optical properties of silver
nanowire films via experiments and FDTD simulations,
reporting a linear relationship between network trans-
mittance and area coverage of nanowires for a given
Dnw. Moreover, the optical properties were determined
to be independent of the nanowire length, in agree-
ment with another recent study by Sorel et al.31 Spe-
cifically, Bergin et al. found the following empirical
relationship between the area fraction (AF) and the
optical transmittance at λ = 550 nm:

%T ¼ 100 � a1AF (1)

where a1 is a fitting parameter that accounts for the
diameter and wavelength-dependent optical proper-
ties of the nanowires. For nanowires withDnw≈ 40 nm,
they found that a1 = 87. By combining this empirical
expression and simulated Rs values using Rc_effective =
2 kΩ, Figure 4 predicts both the%T and Rs dependence
on the nanowire length (at fixedDnw = 40 nm) and area
fraction.

Figure 4 is the first fully calculated plot of %T vs Rs
in thin-film nanowire networks. Note that on a given
curve (fixed L/D) each point represents a specific area
fraction. While larger L/D is always advantageous for
increasing %T at a fixed Rs, intermediate area fractions
are needed to produce Ag NW films that achieve both
%T > 90% and Rs e 100 Ω/sq. For example for L/D =
800, the high Rs results correspond to low areal density
with high %T, while the lower Rs results correspond to
higher areal density with low%T. At intermediate areal
densities, both Rs and %T are in the high performance
range of Rse 100Ω/sq and %T > 90%. For the Ag NWs
of this study, Figure 4 shows that Ag NWs with high
L/D > 400 are the most viable candidates for high
performance transparent conductors. For L/D > 400, Rs
and %T are both optimized over a very narrow range
of intermediate area fractions AF ∼ 0.05�0.1, demon-
strating the strong sensitivity of the network perfor-
mance on the nanowire area coverage. Thus, it is
imperative that experimentalists characterize and

report nanowire area fractions or areal densities,
as well as nanowire dimensions and their distributions,
alongside Rs and %T results to facilitate comparison
between research groups and accelerate progress in
the field.

The results in Figure 4 are consistent with various
experimental results in the literature. Bergin et al.15

reported their best performance just shy of the desired
Rs e 100 Ω/sq at 90% optical transmittance for net-
works of silver nanowires with L/D = 375. Similarly,
Cambrios Technology Corp., whose proprietary Clear-
Ohm transparent conductormaterial has recently been
integrated into several commercially available touch
screen devices, reports high performance films of silver
nanowires with high L/D ≈ 550 observing Rs as low as
30 Ω/sq at 90% transmittance.27 Finally, Lee et al.24

also report very high-performance silver nanowire
films achieving Rs < 20 Ω/sq at 90% transmittance for
very long silver nanowires with L/D ≈ 600. For nano-
wire films with Dnw < 100 nm, the results in Figure 4
show the dual importance of area fraction and L/D in
determining TC performance.

Comparison to the Percolative Figure of Merit. The optoe-
lectrical properties of traditional transparent conductors
are described by combining the physical expressions for
transmittance and sheet resistance of bulk-like films7,32

T ¼ 1þ Z0
2Rs

σop

σdc, B

" #�2

(2)

where Z0 is the impedance of free space (377Ω), σop is
the optical conductivity, and σdc,B is the bulk dc con-
ductivity of the film. The term σop/σdc,B is known as
the conductivity ratio and is often used as a figure of
merit (FOM) to compare various material systems for
TCs, whereby higher values of σop/σdc,B correspond to
better T vs Rs performance. Recently, Coleman and co-
workers3,32 observed a deviation from the expected
bulk-like behavior eq 2 in nanowire and nanotube films

Figure 4. Calculated transmittance vs simulated sheet re-
sistance for silver nanowire films for L/D ranging between
50 and 800with Rc_effective = 2 kΩ and constantDnw = 40 nm.
Optical transmittance values were calculated using the
publishedempirical expression in eq1.Dashed lines indicate
desiredperformance criteria%T>90%andRse100Ω/sq for
high performance applications.
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below a critical film thickness, tmin. They attribute this
discrepancy to percolation effects in very thin films of
nanoparticles, and modify eq 2 by incorporating
terms that approximate the power-law dependence
of the conductivity on thickness in the percolative
regime,32

T ¼ 1þ 1
Π

Z0
Rs

� �1=(nþ 1)
" #�2

(3a)

Π ¼ 2
σop=σdc, B
(Z0tminσop)

n

" #1=(nþ 1)

(3b)

where Π is their percolative FOM and tmin ≈ 2.33D is
the film thickness below which the dc conductivity
becomes thickness dependent (D is the diameter of
the nanoparticle). The bulk-like and percolative FOMs
are extractedby fitting experimental data to eqs 2 and 3,
respectively. On a log�log plot of T�1/2� 1 vs Rs, a slope
of �1 is consistent with bulk-like behavior, while per-
colative behavior exhibits a less negative slope. On the
basis of their percolative model in eq 3, they conclude
that the main requirements for a good TC are high
values of Π and low values of tmin, which in turn cor-
responds tominimizing the nanoparticle diameter since
tmin≈ 2.33D. Further, the application of their percolative
model to T vs Rs data for a wide range of metal- and
carbon-based films reported in the literature showed
that metal nanowire systems generally outperform
carbon-based materials yielding higher Π values. While
these findings are insightful, their semiempirical approach
fails to account directly for nanoparticle dimensions
(L and D) and network structure (area fraction), both of
which strongly govern the performance in thin nanowire
films as shown above. In addition, the single structural
parameter cited in their model, namely, the effective film
thickness, is ambiguous for nanowire films.16,31

To test the efficacy of their percolative model in
capturing T vs Rs behavior in films of nanostructured
materials, we fit eq 3 to our simulated Rs and calculated
%T data (from Figure 4) for representative L/D across
a large AF range in Figure 5. Figure 5 also includes
experimental data for AgNW films fromFigure 1, which
agrees verywell with corresponding simulation and cal-
culated data. The published empirical %T vs AF expres-
sion in eq 1 applies for Ag NWswithDnw = 40 nm, sowe
fit experimental data to extract a newvalueof the fitting
parameter a1 = 82 corresponding toDnw = 75 nm to use
for the L/D = 275 data in Figure 5 (Figure SI-4). Table 1
summarizes the network structure parameters, as well
as the percolative FOM (Π) and n values extracted from
eq 3 fits to our data. Note that eq 3 could not be used to
fit the entire range of AF, so two sets of fitting para-
meters are provided.

Several important observations arise from inspec-
tion of Figure 5 and Table 1. First, our simulations and

experiments are inconsistent with predicted “bulk-like”
behavior eq2 for densenetworks at high areal coverage.

Figure 5. (A) Calculated transmittance vs simulated sheet
resistance (circles) for silver nanowire films with L/D = 50
(Dnw = 40 nm), 275 (Dnw = 75 nm), and 800 (Dnw = 40 nm).
Rc_effective = 2 kΩ for simulated sheet resistance data and
optical transmittance values are calculated using eq 1 with
a1 = 87 and 82 for Dnw = 40 and 75 nm, respectively. Lines
represent fits to the data using De et al.'s percolative model
(eq 3) for networks with low to intermediate (AF < 0.4,
dashed lines) and high (AF > 0.4, solid lines) nanowire areal
density. Also shown are experimental results (triangles and
squares) replotted from Figure 1 for Ag NW films with L/D =
258 (Dnw = 84 nm) and 275 (Dnw = 75 nm), respectively.
(B) Data from (A) are replotted as T�1/2 � 1 vs Rs to fit eq 3
and find the percolative FOM (Π) and n. For comparison, the
bulk-like behavior of eq 2 is represented by a slope of �1,
while the data exhibit less negative slopes.

TABLE 1. Valuesof the Percolative FOM (Π) andnObtained

from eq 3 Fits to Calculated Transmittance vs. Simulated

Sheet Resistance Data in Figure 5

Our Method De et al. Percolative Model32

L/D L (μm) D (nm)

Rc_effective

(kΩ) AF

AF range

for fit n

perc. FOM

(Π)

50 2 40 2 0.13�0.66 0.13�0.36 2.01 5.39
0.36�0.66 0.46 5.03

275 20.6 75 2 0.025�0.66 0.04�0.41 1.08 30.28
0.41�0.66 0.32 78.27

800 32 40 2 0.008�0.66 0.02�0.46 0.89 101.19
0.46�0.66 0.21 573.67
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In Figure 5B, a slope of �1 is indicative of bulk-like
behavior, while we observe slopes ranging between
�0.3 and �0.8 in all cases. Thus, dense nanowire films
do not behave like homogeneous films as percolation
effects continue to dominate at areal densities as high
as 70%. This is consistent with our finding in Figure 2
wherein L/D is critical in determining the Rs across the
entire AF range, highlighting the importance of network
structure even for dense networks. Additionally, eq 3
fails to capture our data over the entire AF range of
interest. The percolative model fits the data only over
narrowarea fraction ranges such thatmultiple values for
Π and n result for one type of nanowire film. Specifically,
separate fits are required for nanowire networks with
low to intermediate (AF < 0.4) and high (AF > 0.4)
nanowire areal densities. In addition, very dilute net-
works with the highest transmittance and sheet resis-
tance values (AF < 0.04 and 0.02 for L/D = 275 and 800,
respectively) deviate fromthedashed linefits in Figure 5,
indicating that yet another set of percolative fitting
parameters are required in this regime. Further, the
resultingΠ vary over an order of magnitude depending
on L, D and AF for the same material system (Ag NW
films), Table 1. Thus, this FOM is inadequate for evaluat-
ing andoptimizingperformanceof TCsbasedonfilms of
nanostructured materials.

The percolative FOM proposed by De et al. is an
aggregate parameter that has the advantage of being
simple to extract from experimental data, but is in-
complete and misleading due to a failure to explicitly
account for network morphology and topology. Our
approach, which combines simulations of sheet resis-
tance and calculation of the optical transmittance
based on the empirical relationship between %T and
AF, is more complete by encompassing the various
attributes that can be independently controlled to
optimize the TC performance. For isotropic nanowire
films, we show that the main parameters that deter-
mine %T vs Rs behavior are L, D, AF, and the average
effective contact resistance between the conductive
fillers, see Figures 1, 2, and 4. Each of these four
attributes can be controlled independently to opti-
mize performance. Our approach is more complex as
it requires an expression for the optical transmittance
as a function of nanowire areal coverage, as well as
simulations to extract Rc_effective. For Ag NW films
processed comparably to those presented in Figure 1
andwith Lnw < 20 μmandDnw≈ 40�100 nm, Figures 2
and 4 give complete guidance on the optimal L/D
and AF ranges that produce films with desired perfor-
mance for specific applications. Our approach can
be readily extended to evaluate and predict proper-
ties for new nanowire materials or new nanowire
processing methods designed to reduce Rc_effective.
Further, our approach can explore the impact of
changing L, D, and AF independently to optimize
properties.

CONCLUSION

For metal nanowire thin films to compete as trans-
parent conductors, predictive models of their opto-
electronic properties are needed. This paper estab-
lishes a method that combines experimental sheet
resistances, simulations that compute the sheet resis-
tance, and empirical expressions for optical transpar-
ency to provide the first fully calculated plots of
%T versus Rs. Our method can be broadly applied to
nanoparticle systems to predict the impact of nano-
wire structure (length, diameter, size dispersity, etc.)
and network morphology (areal density, dispersion,
orientation, etc.) on network properties. Our many
parameter approach promises to be more insightful
and more rigorous than the widely used bulk-like and
percolative figures of merit that combine the effects
of L, D, AF, and Rc_effective in a way that makes it difficult
understand or optimize performance.
The method was developed and demonstrated

here for silver nanowire networks; we extract an
average effective contact resistance of Rc_effective =
2 kΩ and clearly show that increasing the average
L/D or adding a small fraction of high-L/D nanowires
is paramount for reducing Rs at any area fraction.
Specifically, silver nanowires of Dnw = 40 nm require
L/D > 400 to optimize both the sheet resistance (Rs e
100 Ω/sq) and optical transmittance (%T > 90%) for
high performance applications. The clear advantages
of increasing L/D should motivate new synthetic
methods, while the sensitivity of Rs to areal density
and dispersity in L requires rigorous characterization
of nanowires and nanowire films to produce consis-
tent properties.
Decreasing the contact resistance between nano-

wires or nanotubes is also a valuable approach for
improving nanoparticle film performance. By provid-
ing a means to extract the average effective contact
resistance from experimental results, our integrated
approach enables the rigorous comparison of various
strategies for decreasing contact resistance including
removing organic dispersion agents, thermal treat-
ments to increase contact area, and alloying nanowires
to avoid surface oxides.11,14,18,22,49 When the dimen-
sions of the nanoparticles and the areal density of the
films are known, our methodology can be applied to
extract Rc_effective from Rs data. Moreover, the Rc_effective
extracted from Rs measurements can be made directly
on the as-processed films, rather than a specially
fabricated crossed-nanowire sample.
Our simulations have quantified the interplay be-

tween the most critical parameters that govern perfor-
mance in nanowire films, as well as set an important
precedent in achieving quantitative correspondence
between experiments and simulations in nanowire
films. The next-generation simulations will incorporate
the resistance of the nanowires, which is expected to
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be increasingly important with higher aspect ratio
nanowires. In addition, we can simulate nanowire
systems with nonisotropic nanowire orientations to

mimic anistropic morphologies that might result from
a continuous, solvent-based fabrication method of
nanowire films.

METHODS
Simulation Methods. A random configuration of straight,

soft-core (i.e., interpenetrable), cylindrical rods is generated in
a supercell of dimensions 1 unit � 1 unit � h. Confinement is
achieved by defining the height of the supercell h =Drod, where
Drod is the diameter of the rods. The rods have isotropic
orientation about z-axis but are confined in the x�y plane. For
each simulated network, the rods have constant Drod, while the
rod lengths vary depending on the specified aspect ratio (L/D).
Simulations were performed for each condition at a range of
rod densities defined by the volume fraction (φ). We compute
the area fraction (AF) of our quasi-2D networks based on the
projected area of a rod (Lrod � Drod), specifically AF = 4φ/π. This
definition of AF is most consistent with our experiments.
Simulations involve ∼1000�420 000 rods depending on the
prescribed φ and L/D. The supercell is divided into tiling sub-
blocks, whose length is greater than the rod length, and rods
that fall into each sub-block are registered. Aided by the sub-
block data structures, the possible neighbors of each rod are
determined with computational complexity that scales linearly
with the total number of rods. Then, the shortest distance
between the centers of two neighboring rods is calculated
using a close-formed formula and when this distance is < Drod

the rods are in contact. A clustering analysis is then carried out
to identify a percolating cluster of contacting rods that spans
across the supercell, while non-percolating clusters are ignored.
Every rod i in the percolating cluster is assigned a uniform
voltage Vi (no internal resistance; Rrod = 0) that is an unknown
variable, except for those rods that touch the left (Vi = 1) or right
(Vi = 0) edges of the supercell. Assuming that all electrical
resistance results from contact resistance, Rc, between contact-
ing rods and writing Kirchoff's current law at each rod�rod
junction, a system of linear equations is established. This system
of linear equations is solved using the preconditioned conju-
gate gradient iterative (KSPCG) method53 as implemented in
the Portable, Extensible Toolkit for Scientific Computation
(PETSc) package, where the incomplete LU factorization pre-
conditioner (PCILU) is used, to obtain the cluster conductance.
This entire procedure is repeated to obtain an ensemble-
averaged conductance, achieving a standard deviation of less
than 10% of themean value in all cases. The resistivity of the rod
ensemble is calculated by dividing the voltage drop (= 1 V) by
the total current and normalizing by the dimensions of the
supercell. For correspondence between simulation and physical
units, we set Drod = Dnw, where Dnw is the diameter of silver
nanowires from experiments, and we divide the simulated
resistivity by the film thickness (= Drod) to obtain the sheet
resistance.

Experimental Methods. Silver nanowires (Ag NWs) were synthe-
sized using the polyol process as previously reported.15,54 The
nanowire solution was diluted with deionized water and purified
through centrifugation multiple times to remove excess poly-
vinylpyrrolidone and other unwanted materials before being
suspended and stored inwater. Three batches of silver nanowires
were synthesized having diameters of 50, 84, and 75 nm, corre-
sponding to nanowireswith L/D= 200, 258, and 275, respectively.
Dimensions were measured by SEM. Known volumes of the
suspension were filtered onto membranes and immediately
transferred to polydimethylsiloxane films, producing nanowire
films with varying nanowire area fractions. The sheet resistances
of the AgNW filmswere thenmeasured using a four-point probe.
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